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Abstract - Personalized Web Search Based on User Profile is a web application which has demonstrated its effectiveness over general web search. The Internet contains vast amount of information that the search engines are able to provide the search results that are based on page ranks. But those results are not related to the particular user’s environment. The search engine inside the application, it refers the profile of the user and displays the Personalized Search results and can save it for his future reference through bookmarks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Developing a customized web search using personalized data of the user and generating best keyword. A user profile is typically generalized for only once offline, and used to personalize all queries from a same user indiscriminately. Such one profile fits all variety of queries related to their location. The general web search do not take into account the customization or the personalization of the user. This probably makes some user personalization to be highly related while others insufficiently related. In general web search the relationship between the topics and the user is not considered. It just calculate the relationship based on the entered search keyword.

Recently, the keyword search has received considerable attention from research community. Some existing works focus on retrieving individual keyword by specifying a query consisting of a query location. Each retrieved keyword is associated with keywords relevant to the query keywords and is close to the query location.

This project is Entitled as “Personalized Web Search Based on User Profile”. The project is developed using ASP.NET as front end and SQL Server as backend. And the coding is developed in C# language with the .NET version 2008. User can give their basic information in their profile and get benefits on each and every search. The user has to be registered with the system, then it creates a profile, according to the details given by the user. The search keyword can be found from their profile after they login to the application. When the user searches a keyword using the search engine inside the application, it refers the profile of the user and displays the Personalized Search results.

The system should be able to intelligently identify whether a search result has been useful to the user or not and save it for future reference through bookmarks.
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2. LOGIC AND ARCHITECTURE

The project has been delivered as a web application in which the logic used and its architecture is explained below.

2.1 Logic

1. total search keyword(tsk)
2. tsk ← null
3. foreach keyword in T
4. do
5. append ki to tsk
6. done
7. Open Google communication
8. Enter tsk in search
9. Get Google results R={r1,...,rn}
10. foreach result in R
11. do
12. Insert ri in webpage
13. done
14. if another search
15. Repeat the above steps
16. else
17. Close Google communication
18. return R

2.2 Architecture

![Fig -1: Flow of the Application](image1)

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The general Google search results can be compared with the search results of the application developed. The below comparison shows the optimization between the Personalized Search and the Google Search Results. Consider the current location of user as Coimbatore. The web application is hosted in a cloud under the link prj120.mycloudprojectdemo.com.

![Fig -2: Personalized search results](image2)

![Fig -3: Google Search Results](image3)

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The performance analysis is done to prove the effectiveness of the proposed methodology in terms of the comparison with the existing system. The findings clearly demonstrate that the proposed methodology improved in retrieving the user search content according to the user’s environment.
In the above findings, the number of search results obtained from the Google search and the personalized search application is compared. Some of the queries like hotel, college are taken into consideration for comparing the efficiency. The reason for not measuring the search quality directly is because it depends largely on the relevance of the search query, which is hard to predict. In addition, it is too expensive to solicit user feedback on search results.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed work presented a user customized and personalized web search. The personalized details of the user is an additional dimension to support more related search results. This also helps in decision making which refers to the search results to be fetched. The system has to intelligently identify whether the search result is related to the user’s environment or not. This application also performs customization on search results based on the user profiles. No advertisements will be pushed up in this site. Apart from searching the personalized information, the user can also save those information for future reference through bookmarking the pages. Even they can share their saved bookmarks with their friends through normal application based sharing and also through email based sharing. In future the application can be integrated with Google server and can be designed to be portable across all platforms. The application can be extended to mobile application.
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